
CAMP MOSAIC 

“So much enjoyment in just  

three hours for five days! If on-

ly MOSAIC had more time for 

more classes! If only, if only ” 

- Ali Hajibeigi 
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Students in Rocketry with their two rockets. 

Camp Mosaic is a summer day cam from 9:00 to Noon. You can 

join from many camps like mock 

trial, babysitting, egg drop, and 

many more. 

Rocketry 

I chose rocketry 

 

Q: What is rocketry? 

A: A course at Mosaic with lots of fun in 

just in an hour and a half 

Q: What do you do? 

A: As hard as you can believe, they build real small b battery rockets. 

A Little About Rocketry 

Rocketry is one of the many courses at camp Mosaic, such as mock trial, babysit-

ting, journalism, and so much more! These students go through the fun yet chal-

lenging discoveries of rockets. They have to measure, cut, glue, and put together a 

rocket and fire it through the sky. A nine year old student, says if he could take this 

class twice, he wouldn’t even think twice about it! These B battery Alpha rocket can 

either touch a cloud or get dug down in the soil. They reach up to one hundred 

twenty miles per hour. The Instructor is in her first year of teaching this class and 

says hopefully I will get assigned this volunteer job next year. I love this summer 

job and want to do it every day. You would be surprised but these kids are only 

going into the fifth grade and are able to make a very complex rocket! You would 

ask why rocketry? Well Its fun for one thing and for another, I did rocketry last year 
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